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Nanotechnology and the Resource Fallacy 2018-03-22 dwindling global supplies of conventional energy and materials resources are widely
thought to severely constrain or even render impossible a first world lifestyle for the bulk of earth s inhabitants this bleak prospect
however is wrong current energy resources are used grotesquely inefficiently as heat fuels after all are burned so that well over half of
the energy is simply dissipated into the environment in turn conventional materials resources particularly of metals are geologically
anomalous deposits that also are typically processed by the prodigious application of raw heat simultaneously rising levels of pollution
worldwide are a challenge to remediate as they require the extraction of pollutants at low concentration nanotechnology the structuring of
matter at near molecular scales offers the prospect of solving all these problems at a stroke non thermal use of energy in broad emulation
of what organisms do already will not only lead to more efficient use but make practical diffuse sources such as sunlight pollution control
and resource extraction become two aspects of the same fundamental problem the low energy extraction of particular substances from an
arbitrary background of other substances and this also is in emulation of what biosystems carry out already this book sketches out
approaches both for the efficient non thermal use of energy and the molecular extraction of solutes primarily from aqueous solution for
purification pollution control and resource extraction some long term implications for resource demand are also noted in particular defect
free fabrication at the molecular level is ultimately likely to make structural metals obsolete
Nanotechnology and the Resource Fallacy 2018-03-08 dwindling global supplies of conventional energy and materials resources are widely
thought to severely constrain or even render impossible a first world lifestyle for the bulk of earth s inhabitants this bleak prospect
however is wrong current energy resources are used grotesquely inefficiently as heat fuels after all are burned so that well over half of
the energy is simply dissipated into the environment in turn conventional materials resources particularly of metals are geologically
anomalous deposits that also are typically processed by the prodigious application of raw heat simultaneously rising levels of pollution
worldwide are a challenge to remediate as they require the extraction of pollutants at low concentration nanotechnology the structuring of
matter at near molecular scales offers the prospect of solving all these problems at a stroke non thermal use of energy in broad emulation
of what organisms do already will not only lead to more efficient use but make practical diffuse sources such as sunlight pollution control
and resource extraction become two aspects of the same fundamental problem the low energy extraction of particular substances from an
arbitrary background of other substances and this also is in emulation of what biosystems carry out already this book sketches out
approaches both for the efficient non thermal use of energy and the molecular extraction of solutes primarily from aqueous solution for
purification pollution control and resource extraction some long term implications for resource demand are also noted in particular defect
free fabrication at the molecular level is ultimately likely to make structural metals obsolete
Selection and Durability of Seal Materials for a Bedded Salt Repository 1983 tom easton has served as the monthly book review columnist for
analog science fiction for almost three decades having contributed during that span many hundreds of columns and over a million words of
penetrating criticism on the best literature that science fiction has to offer his reviews have been celebrated for their wit humor
readability knowledge and incisiveness his love of literature particularly fantastic literature is everywhere evident in his essays easton
has ever been willing to cover small presses obscure authors and unusual publications being the only major critic in the field to do so on
a regular basis he seems to delight in finding the rare gem among the backwaters of the publishing field a reviewer s job he says is not to
judge books for the ages but to tell readers enough about a book to give them some idea of whether they would enjoy it and this he does
admirably whether he s discussing the works of the great writers in the field or touching upon the least amongst them this companion volume
to periodic stars borgo wildside collects another 250 of easton s best reviews from the last fifteen years of the reference library no one
does it better and no other guide provides such lengthy or discerning commentary on the best sf works of recent times complete with
introduction and detailed index
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 1971 here are 25 stories of science fiction that push the envelope by the biggest names in an
emerging new crop of high tech futuristic sf including charles stross robert reed alastair reynolds peter hamilton and neal asher high tech
sf has made a significant comeback in the last decade as bestselling authors successfully blend the super science of hard science fiction
with real characters in an understandable scenario it is perhaps a reflection of how technologically controlled our world is that readers
increasingly look for science fiction that considers the fates of mankind as a result of increasing scientific domination this anthology



brings together the most extreme examples of the new high tech far future science fiction pushing the limits way beyond normal boundaries
the stories include a perpetual war fought within a cosmic string a weapon that could destroy the universe a machine that detects alternate
worlds and creates a choice of christs an immortal dead man sent to the end of the universe murder in virtual reality a spaceship so large
that there is an entire planetary system within it and an analytical engine at the end of time and encountering the untouchable
Off the Main Sequence 2006-10-01 this monograph addresses the legal and policy issues relating to the commercial exploitation of natural
resources in outer space it begins by establishing the economic necessity and technical feasibility of space mining today an estimate of
the financial commitments required followed by a risk analysis of a commercial mining venture in space identifying the economic and legal
risks this leads to the recognition that the legal risks must be minimised to enable such projects to be financed this is followed by a
discussion of the principles of international space law particularly dealing with state responsibility and international liability as well
as some of the issues arising from space mining activities much detail is devoted to the analysis of the content of the common heritage of
mankind doctrine the monograph then attempts to balance such interests in creating a legal and policy compromise to create a new regulatory
regime
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